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t looked cramped and
forgotten, as if put
there by someone who
hadn't known what to do
with it and didn't spend a
lot of time thinking about
it. It was an overstuffed
manila envelope, locked in
a cabinetin our library's
small special collection of
South Carolina legal history.
Easily sidetracked by
enigmatic, forlorn-looking
envelopes, I yielded to my
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5 Tips for Finding
and Preserving Lost
Treasure
1. Be open to serendipity.
Try to always keep in mind
the notion that probably
there are "lost" ite





















If you want to keep
the special collections ar
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3. Catalog the item(s
Things often become
because people don't
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4. Display the material.


















































Evaluating the Special Collec
re complicated issue is whether
lost item is a sign that the libr
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you can, such as in a
bibliography for the
special collection, on the
library's Web site, or in an
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may initially be, might actually be a sign that Although James Bsyrnes resigned as Holan honest analysis of the special collection Truman's secretary of state in 1947, th
needs to be done. Snap judgments should remained friends and political allies. B
be avoided, of course, but you would do the then, in 1949, they very suddenly and
library a disservice if you did not take this dramatically split, ending a relationshi
opportunity for re-evaluation. It may be time that had begun in the mid-1930s whe.
to consider disbanding this particular special were both U.S. senators. The split turi
collection in order to focus your energies on out to be irrevocable, and they both d
another type of special collection, one that 1972 without ever seeing or communi
would have the interest and support of the with each other again (Truman did m,,
institution and its patrons. n 1m1loetr i 92towihI
Evaluating the Collection dinre salovet nd) 52t.wic
Development Policy. When a lost treasure dd' epn)
is found, it almost can't help but have aThtungpotsemtoavb
the speech Byrnes gave at the bicenteni
positive effect on th e sp ecial collection .ce b r t o of W s i g n a d L e
Anyone who is interested in the find, U i est nJ n 8 9 9 ttiwhether librarians or patrons, will seek to Uiveritclyhoophyn w,94astiin
learn more about it and thus, by natural changeitiadphetosokpheyocasbeinnofng
extension, will also learn about the schgeoancriticiz e ocansomest
collection it comes from. Once they start spehtcriceTrmnsd etc
to ccsee the special collection again, they policies, which ended up being widely
will understand why it is a worthwhile and reported in the press. Truman, hurt by
exciting part of the library. It's just a short Byrnes' speech, scrawled his Brutus
step from that to a revitalization of ideas postscript on June 21. Byrnes, hurt by
and energy. Truman's postscript, dashed off his "yo
One way to take advantage of this no Caesar" letter on July 9. And the
renewed spirit among the library staff is to friendship was no more.
examine the collection development policy Of course, the end of any type of
for the special collection. If there isn't a relationship is always complex, especia
policy, then this is an opportunity to create if politics are involved. We would be
one, whether it is a stand-alone document ridiculously simplifying the story if wc
or a section of the library's overall collection the rift down to one speech, a postscri
development plan. If a policy is already in and a reply letter. However, it is also
place for the special collection, this is the undeniable that the "Brutus and Caes-.
perfect time to evaluate it. communications are obvious high-war
Studying the collection development markers in the break between Byrnes
policy, whether new or existing, is a Truman and are direct and primary ev
wonderful way to get back in touch with of what occurred.
the special collection. It will make you Astoundingly, and much to our del
examine in detail the unique and sometimes that evidence is contained in the South
problem atic spin that special collections put C a oi a L g l H s ry ole t n aton such standard collection development CaybrotLeafsorchogeastheon
issues as nature and scope, intended user mabehougt orems co geatthe epr
groups, subject focus areas, methods of bthonghtsmee e ls e.hattheyletterspr
acquisition, funding and budgets, andbeogsmwreee.Ithydg,
weeding projects. And don't forget to miss them. But we'll also always be grai
include a section on the event that spurred for the serendipitous discovery that bre
t-].;C t-" .1. .;... ; ;.. .... fresh life into our special collection. M
